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ABSTRACT 
Given is a presentation for the Siegel modular group Sp(2 g, Z) with at most three 
generators and 3g +5 relations. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Siegel modular groups, also called the simplectic modular groups, 
defined by 
(z); AS’= SAf, BTt = TBt, ABt - STt = I , 
> 
for g > 1, are known to be isomorphic to the quotient of the surface mapping 
class group ..kg modulo the Torelli subgroup <,, i.e., 
As an application of the author’s presentations of the surface mapping class 
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groups [2-41, the following very simple presentations of the Siegel modular 
groups will be proved in this paper. 
THEOREM 1. 
Sp(2,Z) = L = ( (:, ;)JV=( _; ~);(Liv)kvVv~=I). 
THEOREM 2. 
L c* N2LN4, N3LN3, (LN)‘), 
where 
L= 
1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
THEOREM 3. The group Sp(2 g, Z>, fn- g 2 3, has a presentation of three 
generators: L, N, and T; and 3g + 5 defining relations: 
-- 
L * T’LT’,T’NTj, ( ti)5, N2TNLNTN2, 
N f, TkNTk, TLT = N3LN3, T&VT = N2m2, 
N3TK?;N3 = TKT. K. Ti@. K, where K = NLN2ih2-k, 
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for l<i<g-l,l<j<g-2, and2<k<g-2. Here 
‘1 0 *-a 0 1 0 *-* 0) 
0 1 **. 0 0 0 *** 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . * . . 
L= 0 ;, 
**I 
i 
. . . 
0 0 
*** .
0 
1 0 ... 0 ’ 
0 1 ... 0 
0 . . . . . . . 
\ (j 0 ..: ;, 
and 
N= 
(0 
1 
T= ’ 
\ 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . 
. . . i 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. 
. . . i 
Conventionally, the notation (Y - p means that (Y and p commute, i.e., 
cup = pa. The inverses are denoted by overlining the corresponding words, 
e.g. LY -’ = Z, and the group multiplication is the multiplication of matrices. 
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As a direct consequence of the above theorems, we have the following 
interesting result: 
THEOREM 4. The group Sp(2 g, Z) is generated by some periodic ele- 
ments, fm any g 2 1. In particular, (WI4 = N6 = 1 when g = 1, (LN>‘= N6 
= 1 when g = 2, and (LN)’ = N6 = T g = 1 when g 2 3. 
1. THE SURFACE MAPPING GROUP &g AND ITS TORELLI 
SUBGROUP sg 
A mapping class f from the group JZ~ is an isotopy class of some 
orientation-preserving self-homeomorphism of the closed orientable surface 
Fg of genus g, which is uniquely interpreted by its induced action on the 
group rTTI(Fg, O), where 0 is a fixed basepoint in F,. Precisely, if we choose a 
set of generators 
~=(a,,a,,...,a,,b,,b, ,..., b,} 
of the group T~(F~, 0) such that 
the mapping class f may be denoted by 
f = [(al)f,(a,)f,...,(a,)f,(b,)f,(b,)f,...,(b,)f]. 
The mapping class f also induces an automorphism of the first homology 
group H,(F,, Z) of the surface F,, a free abelian group of rank 2g, which is 
known to be an element of the Siegel modular group. Therefore, there is a 
natural homomorphism 
A:Ag + Sp(2g,Z). 
The kernel of A, denoted by fig, is called the Torelli group. As a well-known 
fact, the map A is an epimorphism [5]. Thus, the Siegel modular group 
Sp(2g, Z) is isomorphic to the quotient of A modulo 3,. For convenience, 
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we will denote the image of a mapping class in Sp(2 g, Z) under A by the 
same notation as itself. 
Let L, N, and T be three mapping classes defined by 
L=[a,b,,a, ,..., u,,b,,b, >...> b,], 
N= PlJ4~ 
i 
g=l, 
[ xii,b,,ii,xb,,a, ,..., a,,ii,,ii,,b, ,..., bg], g>2, 
T=[a,,a,,...,a,_,,b,,b,,...,b,_,]. 
where x = a,b,G,6,a,b,Z,6,. We denote a word in the form PCY~ simply 
by (P)o. In [2-41 we proved the following presentation of the surface 
mapping class group kg: 
THEOREM 5. 
AI=(L,N;(LN)‘=N3, N”=l), 
In general, fm g > 3, the mapping class group k“ has a presentation of 
three generators: L, N, and T, and 3g + 4 relations: 
(I) Lo(T’)L, i=1,2 ,..., g-l, 
LH(T’)N,~=_~,~, . . . . g-2, 
L t) ~6, L * (NTN@N)~)L, 
(II) No(T’)N,i=2,3 ,..., g-2, 
(III) (T)L = (N3)L, (T=)L = (N2)L, 
(IV) (I_Nj5 = N6, @N)” = N6, 
09 (T)L.(N~(~~~)~TN)L.(NTN)L 
= (N>L.(N>L.(T~(LN)“>L.(T~)L, 
(VI) T” = 1, (N~T)~-’ = (LNLNF-~), 
(?;N3L2(flLNm>4)s-1 = 1. 
A set of normal generators of the Torelli group Xg was first found by 
Birman [l], and then simplified by Powell [6]. Writing them in terms of the 
generators L, N, and T, we have the next theorem: 
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THEOREM 6. Yi = 1; ,aZ is nmmully generated by (m)5(?h)5; and 
.Y& g > 3, is normally generated by the elements (L%LN)6, N6, and 
L5iv)5(m)5. 
For convenience, we will denote M = %CN and P = LML. From Theo- 
rem 5 it is not hard to see that LML = MLM and (,Q%W)6 = P4. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 1,2, AND 3 
By the discussion in the last section, all we need to show is that the 
defining relations in Theorem 5 and the normal generators in Theorem 6 are 
consequences of the defining relations in Theorems 1, 2, and 3. Thus, 
Theorem 1 is obvious, and Theorem 2 is easy, since the relation L ++ (ml5 
is equivalent to the formula (J%)‘(%V)~ = 1. 
For the case of genus g > 3, the only relations which are not so obvious 
are the last one in (I), the lantern law (V), and the last one in (VI), which will 
be proved in the next several lemmas. In the first lemma we give several 
relations which come from the corresponding relations in the surface map- 
ping class group that were shown in [4]. 
LEMMA 7. 
(a) L +a N2LN4, N3LN3, N4LN2, %Vm, NMLN; 
(b) (iLNm)4 = z2. 
Proof. (a): Exactly the same as was shown in 141. 
(b): Repeatedly applying the formulas L ++ (aj5, (m)” = 1 and those 
in part (a), we have 
-- 
(iLNfl)4=(~L)NL(N2LN2)NLN2L@N2L#2)LN(I@ 
=(NL)2N’LiL(N’mLN”)%(m)2 
= ( flL)2N2L( N3LfLN4)iS( L@” 
= ( %L)4N4( Li)4 
= z( L@)5N6( iL)‘z 
= z( Nz)5( GL)‘z = z2. n 
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Using the formula in Lemma 7(b) and the formula (TN3)“-’ = 1, the last 
relation in (VI) is clear. 
LEMMA 8. Denote 
1 0 0 
-1 1 0 
0 0 1 
. * . . . . 
d d d 
0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 0 
* . . . 
. . . 1 
1 1 0 ... 0 
0 1 0 *** 0 
0 0 1 ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
(j ;, (j ..: ; 
The lantern law is equivalent to the following formula: 
-- 
N3TKTN3 = TKT. K.Ti??. K. 
Proof. For convenience, we will denote 
K,, = K, K,, = TKT, K,, = N3TKTN3, 
L, = TLi’, M, = TMT, and L, = T2LT2. 
Thus, 
K = NLN2-i%%N = NaL,M, 
and the formula claimed in the lemma is equivalent to 
K,, = K,.K,,.K,,.K,,, or K,,*K,,*K,,*K,,*K, = 1. 
On the other hand, we recall the lantern law: 
(T)L~( N3Ei7L2TN)L.( NTN”)L 
-- 
.(N)L.(N)L.(TMLN)L.(T~)L= 1. n 
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Applying Lemma 7(b), the left side of lantern law can be rewritten in the 
following form: 
-- 
.(N>L.(N>~.(TMLN>~.(T~)L 
by L2 ++ TNT,TLT 
by G2 = N2-m2 
= (M,L,)( 
---- 
L2K,3kN3LNLN2K23-~M2L2M2K23 > 
-- 3 
by(LN)‘=(NL) 
=(M,L,)( -- ~&z~~z~-~MzWW, - - - - ) 
-- 
( 4 
---- - - - 
= M,L K,,~,zK,M~LzNLzM,Kz, > 
--_ --- 
by LML=MLM,N%,=N3-it2=i2N 
=( -2-J( M L K,,i?,,K,,L,MLMNL,M Kz3 - --- - -2 
-- - ---4-- 
=( M,b) (K,,&zKz,W( J? N&3) 
=(M,i~(K,,~,,K,~,%NLf?~,} by (m)? = NL 
-- 
=(M2L~){~,3~,,~23~,2~23}. 
Therefore, the lemma is clear. W 
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LEMMA 9. The defining relation 
193 
-- 
L++(NTN(ti)‘)L 
can be replaced by the following relation: 
L e( N’iW)L. 
Proof. Indeed, since 
-- -- -- 
= NTN’LNLNLNLNLN’TN 
- - 
= NTN”. N~LN~. NLNLN. LNLN2TN 
-- 
= NTN~LN~LNLN~~EN~TN, 
by L ++ NL%LN, L ++ N2m2 
-- 
= %TN 2-ENE~LNLNLN 4 ?;N 
--- 
= NT~MLT~~TN~~~T~T~~T~N 
--- - - 
= T’MLT”. NTN’LN’T. NT’LMT’, 
- -- 
we may replace the relation L * (NTN(LN>‘) L by the formula 
-- 
L -( NTN2)L, 
or equivalently, 
L -( N’i?$L. 
Now we have Theorem 3 proved. 
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